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Category: Cracks (computing) Category: Software distributionQ: Split-long
values to separate lines in a file I have a file which includes values, which are

big and most of the values are over 65535. The values are seperated by a
comma. ,,,.... I would like to write a shell script to split the values to separate
lines and read them. .... What do you suggest I do? A: sed's/[^,]*,[^,]*/ &/' file
this does two things: 1) Replace all text between commas with a newline and
the text before the comma, and all text after the comma with the text after

the comma. 2) Replace any text that isn't a comma with a newline. The "every
comma must occur between the pattern &" ensures that the comma that

occurs immediately after the last element doesn't get treated as part of it.
With reference to FIG. 1, an access terminal 1 such as a smartphone, tablet or

other portable computing device can be communicatively coupled with an
access system 10, via an access network 2. The access system 10 can be, for

example, an HLR/VLR/MSC of a network of a cellular service provider. The
access system 10 is accessible by the access terminal 1 via an access network
2 such as the Internet (e.g., via 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi or other cellular technology) or a

cable network (e.g., via DSL, LTE, cable Internet or other technology). The
access network 2 can be of any suitable type and configuration for
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communicatively coupling the access system 10 with the access terminal 1.
For example, the access system 10 can include a home subscriber server
(“HSS”) configured to provide account information and provide access to
services. The access system 10 can also include any suitable number of
databases (e.g., a business data center, enterprise service management
(“ESM”) system, etc.) capable of providing account information and/or

providing access to services. The access terminal 1 can be communicatively
coupled with the access system 10 via
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